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Motion Emblem
This universal Baldwin Motion die-cast emblem is perfect for 
custom projects. 
TK-MOTION All ..................................................65.95 ea.

Universal Cross Flag Emblems
These universal cross flag emblems can be mounted 
anywhere on your car for a nice custom touch while still 
looking vintage. Universal. Measures 2-7/8” x 4-1/2” with 3 
pins on back.
TG-454 454 ................................................39.95 ea.
TG-502 502 ................................................49.95 ea.
TG-572 572 ................................................36.95 ea.

427 Super Car Emblem
This emblem (GM number 3901932) was originally used on 
1970 427 Impalas but it was also used by super car dealers 
on a lot of their conversions on fenders, hoods and trunk lids. 
Baldwin Motion used these emblems on the fenders of their 
super cars in 1970. Perfect for any super car, tribute car or 
custom! 
TK-427 All ..................................................16.95 ea.

Grille Emblems
High quality reproduction and GM original grille emblems to 
freshen up your front end.

Fender Emblems
Reproduction emblems to freshen up your fenders.

TK-427

TG-502

TG-1695

TK-MOTION

TO-773 1970-72 SS (Per Side) .................... 16.95 ea.
TO-773K 1970-72 SS (2 Fenders) ..................28.82 pr.
TO-773-PS Universal Chrome Peel N Stick ........19.99 pr.

TO-773B 1970-72 SS Black .......................... 36.95 pr.
Order two pairs per car.

TO-773R 1970-72 SS Red ............................ 36.95 pr.
Order two pairs per car.

T-3100 1973 SS.........................................31.95 ea.

5th Gen Camaro Emblems
These peel & stick factory GM emblems can be applied to any 
vintage muscle car for a powerful modern look. Perfect for 
pro touring cars!
T-12SSW SS White ......................................29.95 ea.
T-12SSR SS Red .........................................29.95 ea.
T-ZL1 ZL1 ...............................................49.95 ea.

TT-679 1970-72 396 .................................16.95 ea.

TT-1500 1970-72 454 ................................. 29.95 pr.

SS Fender Template
Convenient template which shows precise locations of SS 
emblems making installation of emblems on new fenders 
painless.
TFT-69SS 1970-72  ........................................19.95 kit

TT-502 Universal Peel N Stick ................... 21.95 pr.

Monte Carlo Grille Emblem
This is a high quality reproduction Monte Carlo grille emblem 
which features the correct finish and will replace your 
originals perfectly.
TC-1600 1970 .............................................81.95 ea.
TC-1654 1971 .............................................84.95 ea.
TC-1655 1972 .............................................84.95 ea.
TC-1680 1973-75 ........................................86.95 ea.
TG-1695 1980 & 1982* ...............................42.95 ea.
* Not correct for 1981 models. 

TC-1600 TC-1654

TC-1655 TC-1680

Rocker Panel Emblems
Monte Carlo means "class" and that is what you get with these 
molded emblems. Expect a smooth, clean, flawless emblem 
from Trim Parts! Includes fasteners. The white SS logos are 
OEM. The red ones are for a custom look.
TC-1650 1970-72 White .............................. 98.95 pr.
TC-1650A 1970-72 Red ................................. 98.95 pr.
No Volume Discount. 

TC-1650

TC-1650A
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TK-8013 Yenko ............................................32.95 ea.

TK-678 Yenko 427 .....................................29.99 ea.

Chrome Yenko Emblem
While the original emblem was white this cool chrome 
emblem is the perfect touch to any custom.
TK-8013-C Yenko ............................................44.95 ea.

Baldwin Motion SS427 Emblem
This emblem (GM number 7752254) was originally used on 
the deck lid of 1968 427 Impalas but it was also used by su-
per car dealers on a lot of their conversions on fenders, hoods 
and trunk lids. Baldwin Motion often used these emblems on 
the valve covers of their super cars. Perfect for any super car, 
tribute car or custom! 
TK-SS427 All ..................................................64.95 ea.

Hood Emblems

Dick Harrell Emblem 
This universal diecast emblem is perfect for custom projects. 
DH1018 All ..................................................59.99 ea.

Trunk/Rear Emblems

Trunk Emblem
Do you have a 71 Monte Carlo SS? Then you will want to add 
this to your list. Die cast, chrome plated and beautiful; another 
master piece from Trim Parts! Includes fasteners.
TC-1651 1971 SS..........................................19.95 kit

Trunk Lock Emblem
Be proud when you unlock your Monte Carlo trunk with this 
trunk lock bezel. Made by Trim Parts, with attention to details as 
our quality standard!
TC-1652 1971 ..............................................19.95 kit
TC-1660 1972 ..............................................19.95 kit

Rear Emblem
Made by Trim Parts, with attention to details as our quality 
standard!
43.95 ea. 1970 w/ Fasteners ..........................19.95 kit
47.95 ea. 1971 w/ Fasteners ..........................19.95 kit
63.95 ea. 1971-72 w/ Mounting Studs.........63.95 ea.
72.95 ea. 1971-72 Peel n Stick .....................72.95 ea.
67.95 ea. 1976-77 w/ Mounting Studs.........67.95 ea.

TC-1651

TC-1652 TC-1660

TC-1635

TC-1649

TC-1662

TC-1675

Universal Rally Stripe Stencil Kit
This universal rally stripe kit makes it easy to add stripes to 
any year Monte Carlo. Based off of the 1970-1972 Camaro 
Z/28 stripes this complete kit includes; (2) sets of front hood 
stencils, (2) trunk stencils and (1) 9/32 x 38-1/2 foot roll of 
stripe masking which can be cut to desired length depending 
on car. 
MSS-0688 All .................................................64.95 kit
Note: This is a universal stencil kit. Simply cut the roll of stripe 
masking to your desired length to add stripes to any car. 

Pre-Application Surface Cleaner 
Remove contaminants like silicones, wax, tree sap
 and bug guts for a clean and adherent surface. 
PREAPP 4 oz. Pre-App Cleaner ....................13.95 ea.

SLIDE-ON Application Gel
Slide-On contains a special formula that 
resists drying until you are ready to squeegee the graphic into 
place. Only then does the decal “set up”. 
SOAG 16 oz. Application Gel ...................19.95 ea.

SLIDE-OVER UV Protectant
Help protect your decal from harsh
 elements and natural aging by 
applying our revolutionary Slide-Over 
UV Protectant & Conditioner. 
SOPC 8 oz. Uv Protectant ........................19.95 ea.

1983-1988 Monte Carlo SS Stripe and Decal Kit
This is a complete Monte Carlo SS decal and stripe kit which is 
manufactured to meet or exceed factory specs. This GM style 
stripe kit will help restore your Monte Carlo SS to showroom 
specs. This kit includes (1) front bumper stripe, (2) front fender 
stripes, (2) door stripes, (2) rear quarter panel stripes, (3) Monte 
Carlo SS names, squeegee and instructions.
MSS-8384MCSS-BLUE  1983-84 Blue .................. 239.95 kit
MSS-8586MCSS-RED 1985-86 Red ................... 329.95 kit
MSS-8586MCSS-ORG  1985-86 Orange ............. 329.95 kit
MSS-8788MCSS-GOLD-A 1987-88 Lt, Med, Drk* .... 319.95 kit
MSS-8788MCSS-GOLD-B  1987-88 Drk, Med, Lt* .... 319.95 kit
MSS-8788MCSS-GRAY  1987-88 Gray .................. 319.95 kit
MSS-8788MCSS-RED 1987-88 Red ................... 319.95 kit
* Colors from top of car to bottom. 

5th Gen Camaro Emblems
These peel & stick factory GM emblems can be applied to any 
vintage muscle car for a powerful modern look. Perfect for 
pro touring cars!
T-12SSW SS White ......................................29.95 ea.
T-12SSR SS Red .........................................29.95 ea.
T-ZL1 ZL1 ...............................................49.95 ea.


